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ABSTRACT

While current machine learning models have achieved great success with labeled data, we have to deal with classes that have little or no training data in many real-world applications. This leads to the study of zero-shot learning. The typical approach in zero-shot learning is to embed seen and unseen classes into a shared space using class meta-data, and construct classifiers on top of that. Yet previous methods either still require significant manual labor in obtaining useful meta-data, or utilize automatically collected meta-data while trading in performance. To achieve satisfactory performance under practical meta-data efficiency constraint, we propose \( N^3 \) (Neural Networks from Natural Language), a meta-model that maps natural language class descriptions to corresponding neural network classifiers. \( N^3 \) leverages readily available online documents combined with pretrained language representations such as BERT to obtain expressive class embeddings. In addition, \( N^3 \) generates parameter adaptations for pretrained neural networks using these class embeddings, effectively “finetuning” the network to classify unseen classes. Our experiments show that \( N^3 \) is able to outperform previous methods across 8 different benchmark evaluations and we show through ablation studies the contribution of each model component. To offer insight into how \( N^3 \) “finetunes” the pretrained network, we also performed a range of qualitative and quantitative analysis. Our code will be released after the review period.

1 INTRODUCTION

Current deep learning models achieved great success with supervision. However, labeled data can be a luxury in many scenarios; take classification problem as an example: large number of classes, rare classes with too few samples, emerging new classes during online learning, or simply prohibitive costs of labeling can all lead to data sparsity. Hence, it is crucial to build models that can perform well even when applied to data from label categories unseen during training. This give rise to the field of zero-shot learning (Lampert et al., 2009; Larochelle et al., 2008; Palatucci et al., 2009).

Intuitively, to build models that can make predictions for classes with no training data (i.e., “unseen classes”), we still need to have some information about them. The information we are seeking usually comes from some metadata about the unseen classes and is used to embed both seen and unseen classes into a shared semantic space. An early and successful example of this approach is the use of manually engineered semantic spaces such as class attribute space (e.g. color, shape, size of object) (Lampert et al., 2009) for image classification. While the engineered spaces are very effective in modelling relationships between seen and unseen classes, the metadata here, i.e. class attributes, require expert annotation. In seeking to automate the process, other works have proposed to construct semantic spaces from relevant linguistic resources. Early work in this regard constructed lexical relationship space (e.g. relationship of classes as appeared in WordNet) (Akata et al., 2016) as well as text key-word space (e.g. TF-IDF vectors of descriptive documents) (Lei Ba et al., 2015). More recent work explored learned representations as well. Some directly employ word embeddings of class names (Xian et al., 2016; Akata et al., 2015) while others train embeddings using descriptive documents (Reed et al., 2016; Elhoseiny et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2017). After the embeddings in the semantic space are obtained, they are typically used to generate the last linear classifier layer on top of a pretrained feature extraction network (e.g ImageNet-pretrained ResNet for image classification).
Figure 1: Overview of N³: class descriptions for a new classification task are fed to the N³ meta-model and it generates parameters for task-specific model that classifies the designated objects. Dashed lines indicates the correspondence between dimension in the output logits and the input class descriptions.

This would allow the pretrained model to make predictions for unseen classes.

However, for previous models there seems to be an inevitable trade-off between good performance and metadata efficiency. Some models achieve satisfying metadata efficiency by only utilizing readily available online documents to construct semantic spaces [Lei Ba et al., 2015; Xian et al., 2016; Akata et al., 2015], yet when compared with concurrent state-of-the-art models [Reed et al., 2016] they fall short in performance. On the other hand, the recent models that achieve superior performance either require collecting additional corpora with hundreds of sentences per class [Reed et al., 2016] or extra fine-grained annotation for all training samples [Elhoseiny et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2017], leading to arguably impractical metadata efficiency.

In order to achieve both superior performance and metadata efficiency, we propose a meta-model, N³ - Neural Networks from Natural Language, mapping a set of class object descriptions to neural network parameters to create zero-shot classifiers. N³ has two modules. The first module is a BERT-based Semantic Encoding Module (SEM). With the help of such large-scale pretrained representations, SEM can leverage class object descriptions that are readily available online to bridge the gap between seen and unseen classes. Compared to previous approaches that train their own embeddings with metadata, the pretrained language representations transfer knowledge learned from the large-scale pretraining corpora to our application domain. This allows us to exploit the nuances in class descriptions. Secondly, we push beyond generating only the final classifiers and propose a novel Parameter Adaptation Module (PAM), generating parameter adaptations to “fine-tune” all layers in the pretrained network based on the class embeddings given by SEM. In short, N³ converts natural language descriptions into readily functioning neural network classifiers.

We experimented with 4 popular zero-shot learning benchmark datasets, each in 2 different settings. These datasets are Caltech-UCSD Birds (CUB), Animal with Attributes (AWA), North American Birds (NAB) and a filtered version of Oxford Flowers we refer to as Flowers-Species (FS) and we evaluated our models using settings adopted from a widely-acknowledged guideline [Xian et al., 2017]. N³ outperforms previous methods significantly across all evaluations while maintaining practical metadata requirements. We also perform a series of ablation studies to disentangle the gains from different modules, and demonstrated that each one of them offer solid contributions toward the final performance. Eventually, to gain additional insight as to how parameter adaptations affect
the pretrained model, we visualized activations, model parameters and model predictions. These analysis quantitatively and qualitatively demonstrates that the parameter adaptations indeed change the behavior of pretrained models significantly.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work can be placed in the context of zero-shot learning and dynamic parameter generation for neural networks. We will discuss our work in both contexts.

2.1 ZERO-SHOT LEARNING

Zero-shot learning studies how we can generalize our models to perform well for tasks without any labeled training data at all. Achieving performance above chance-level for classification in such scenarios requires modelling the relationships between the classes seen during training and the unseen classes during testing. A typical and effective method is to manually engineer class attribute vectors to obtain representations of seen and unseen classes in a shared attribute space [Duan et al. (2012), Kankuekul et al. (2012), Parikh & Grauman (2011), Zhang & Saligrama (2016), Akata et al. (2016)]. Yet this requires laborious engineering of class attributes, which is not feasible for large-scale and/or fine-grained classification tasks [Russakovsky et al. (2015), Khosla et al. (2011), Welinder et al. (2010)]. Hence, there is also work in zero-shot learning that attempts to leverage text data for class object representations [Lei Ba et al. (2015), Elhoseiny et al. (2013)]. The majority of these models are committed to embedding-based retrieval approaches, where classification is re-formulated as retrieving the class embedding with maximal similarity [Akata et al. (2015), Kodirov et al. (2017)]. While they can handle well the case where there is an indefinite number of classes during test time, such approaches suffer from extra computation cost at inference time since they need to traverse all the seen data points. Moreover, these models often rely on a pre-trained feature extractor for input, which is usually fixed and cannot be further adapted for the unseen classes [Akata et al. (2015), Kodirov et al. (2017), Elhoseiny et al. (2013)]. While there are a handful of work that tries to modify the parameters in-place during test time, they either rely on very simple representations of text [Lei Ba et al. (2015)] or require significant amount of text descriptions per class to train their model [Reed et al. (2016)], both of which are not ideal. In our work, we aim to learn a model that can generate parameters for entire neural networks to adapt to the new tasks using short descriptions of the class objects. This leads to better metadata efficiency as well as higher flexibility in the generated task model.

2.2 DYNAMIC PARAMETER GENERATION

As mentioned before, $N^3$ dynamically generates classification models for designated classes. Dynamic parameter generation has been explored in context of generating recurrent cells at different time-steps of RNNs [Ha et al. (2016)], constructing intermediate linear models for interpretability inside neural networks [Al-Shedivat et al. (2017)], and contextual parameter generation for different language pairs in multilingual machine translation [Platanios et al. (2018)]. As mentioned in Section 2.1, some zero-shot learning methods can also be viewed as generating classifier parameters [Lei Ba et al. (2015), Elhoseiny et al. (2013)]. However, many of the previous work directly or indirectly mentions the challenge of memory and computation complexity - after all, in parameter generation, the output of the parameter generation model are large matrices that are excessively high dimensional. To deal with this, previous work either only generate very simple linear layers [Lei Ba et al. (2015), Elhoseiny et al. (2013), Al-Shedivat et al. (2017)], or impose low-rank constraints on the weights to mitigate the memory issues [Ha et al. (2016)]. In our work, we utilize the architecture of sequence-to-sequence models and treat the generation of weight matrices as sequence of vectors. This allows parameter generation for entire neural networks with little memory bottleneck.

3 NATURAL LANGUAGE GUIDED PARAMETER ADAPTATION

Our proposed $N^3$ architecture consists of two main modules: a Semantic Encoding Module (SEM) followed by a Parameter Adaptation Module (PAM). As is illustrated in Figure 2, the SEM first encodes class descriptions into description embeddings, then the PAM utilizes these encoded em-
beddings to generate parameter adaptations for a pre-trained base network. Each module applies self-attention over its input, thus leading to a two-level hierarchical attention structure. On description level, the SEM applies self-attention over tokens in each description, which allows the model to attend to key words that are crucial to the task. On class level, the PAM applies attention on all class description embeddings when generating parameter adaptations for each layer. This allows the model to have both the capability of attending to particular words in descriptions that are crucial to the task and the capability to compare and contrast different class embeddings during parameter generation. We will discuss both modules in the upcoming subsections.

Figure 2: N^3 Model Architecture. N^3 utilizes a two-level attention mechanism to map task metadata to adapted neural network parameters: the **Semantic Encoding Module** applies a first level of attention mechanism over contextualized word embeddings of class description to produce description embeddings for each class; the **Parameter Adaptation Module** applies a second level of attention mechanism over all of the encoded class description embeddings to generate a parameter delta, which is then combined with the corresponding pre-trained model parameters to produce a task-specific neural network with its parameters adapted toward the new task.

### 3.1 Semantic Encoding Module

The Semantic Encoding Module is responsible for encoding class descriptions into corresponding embeddings, resulting in a set of class embeddings \{c_i\}_i=1^k for all k classes. This is achieved by first applying pre-trained BERT model [Devlin et al., 2018] to class descriptions to obtain contextualized word embeddings, and then transforming each sequence of embedded descriptions into a class embedding using a Transformer [Vaswani et al., 2017]. The SEM is the first hierarchy of attention in N^3: it attends to words within each description with its Transformer architecture, thus allowing the meta-model to attend to key words in the description that are more important for the new task.

### 3.2 Parameter Adaptation Module

The Parameter Adaptation Module use two steps to generate a task-specific neural network from class embeddings and pretrained neural network (i.e. the base model). For each layer in the pre-trained network with parameter \(W_{pre}\), PAM generates a parameter delta \(\Delta W\) with the same shape as \(W_{pre}\) that gets added to \(W_{pre}\). To transform the set of class embeddings \{c_i\}_i=1^k into a parameter delta matrix \(\Delta W\), PAM takes an encoder-decoder approach viewing \{c_i\}_i=1^k as a sequence and the generation of \(\Delta W\) as a sequence of \(m\) columns of the matrix \(\{\Delta w_d\}_{d=1}^m\). Similar to SEM, we also
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1We used a non-conventional decoder setup to suit our need, see detail in supplement "Decoder Setup".
use Transformer models as our encoder-decoder architecture. Concretely, PAM can be expressed as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    \mathbf{h}_{1:k} &= \text{Encoder}(c_{1:k}) \\
    \Delta w_d &= \text{Decoder}(\Delta w_d, \mathbf{h}_{1:k}), d = 1, \ldots, m \\
    \Delta W &= \text{Concatenate}(\Delta w_1; \Delta w_2; \ldots; \Delta w_m) \\
    W &= W_{\text{pre}} + \mu \cdot \Delta W
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \mu \) is a trainable scaling factor used to control the scale of parameter delta applied to the pre-trained parameters. Through the use of Transformers models, PAM forms the second level of attention in N\(^3\), namely the attention over classes. When generating parameter deltas, PAM always examines all classes concurrently, allowing the model to consider the interactions between them, whereas previous work almost always encode and make use of class representations independently [Lei Ba et al. (2015); Akata et al. (2015)]. Intuitively, the class-level attention allows N\(^3\) to encode distinct features of the classes that help set them apart, instead of simply encoding each class without seeing others.

### 3.3 Training Methodology

In this section, we provide details about the procedures used for training N\(^3\). Recall that, training N\(^3\) requires a base model \( \mathcal{F} \) and a set of pre-trained parameters of \( \mathcal{F} \), denoted as \( W_{\text{pre}} \). N\(^3\) generates a set of parameter deltas \( \Delta W \) to be combined with pre-trained parameters using Equation 4, such that for input images \( X \), \( \mathcal{F}(X; W_{\text{pre}}, \Delta W) \) predicts the correct labels of \( X \).

We formulate the training of N\(^3\) as an optimization problem. Optimal parameters \( \theta \) for N\(^3\) meta-learning model \( \Phi(\cdot; \theta) \) should map a collection of natural language class descriptions \( \mathcal{D} = \{ D_1, \ldots, D_k \} \) to a set of parameter deltas \( \Delta W = \Phi(\mathcal{D}; \theta) \), such that the cross entropy loss between ground truth label \( Y \) and model prediction \( \mathcal{F}(X; W_{\text{pre}}, \Phi(\mathcal{D}; \theta)) \) is minimized for all image-label pairs \( (X, Y) \) in the training set.

Therefore, to train N\(^3\) on a image dataset \( \mathcal{I} \) with labels \( \mathcal{L} \), label descriptions \( \mathcal{D} \) and a base model \( \mathcal{F} \) to produce a \( k \)-class classification model, we first draw meta-batches of \( k \) class labels \( \mathcal{L}_k \in \mathcal{L} \). Then, a subset of the image dataset \( \mathcal{I}_{\mathcal{L}_k} \) and description dataset \( \mathcal{D}_{\mathcal{L}_k} \) corresponding to the drawn labels \( \mathcal{L}_k \) are constructed. We then draw mini-batches of images \( B \) and ground-truth labels \( Y \) from \( \mathcal{I}_{\mathcal{L}_k} \). For each mini-batch \( B \), an independent set of parameter deltas \( \Delta W \) is generated by evaluating \( \Phi(\cdot; \theta) \) at \( \mathcal{D}_{\mathcal{L}_k} \). Batch loss is then calculated as \( \frac{1}{|B|} \sum_i \ell(Y_i, \mathcal{F}(X_i; W_{\text{pre}}, \Delta W)) \) where \( \ell(\cdot, \cdot) \) refers to cross-entropy loss. Since the meta-model \( \Phi(\cdot; \theta) \) and the base model \( \mathcal{F} \) are fully differentiable, gradients can be propagated back to meta-models to optimize meta model parameter \( \theta \).

### 4 Experimental Evaluation and Discussion

In this section, we will introduce our experimental evaluation setup: the datasets we experimented with, the prior arts we compared with, and the evaluation protocol we developed. We will then move on to provide qualitative and quantitative analysis into N\(^3\)’s working mechanism. Finally, several ablation studies will be provided to further characterize the impacts of several of our design choices on the model performance.

#### 4.1 Datasets

In this section, we will introduce two types of datasets: the first type is regular datasets used to train the task model that makes the predictions; the second type is meta-datasets, consisting of natural language descriptions for classes in their corresponding regular datasets. The meta-datasets are used as meta-data to train the N\(^3\) meta model.

- **Caltech-UCSD-Birds 200-2011 (CUB)** [Wah et al. (2011)] contains images of 200 species of birds. Each species of bird forms its own class label. In total, 11,788 images are present in this dataset.

- **Animal with Attributes (AWA)** [Lampert et al. (2014); Xian et al. (2017)] is another popular dataset to evaluate zero-shot classification methods. It consists of 50 classes of animals with a total of 37322 images.
• **North America’s Birds** (NAB) is a dataset used by prior state-of-the-art methods related to our task. Following the established practices (Zhu et al., 2017; Elhoseiny et al., 2017), we consolidated the class labels into 404 distinct bird species. The consolidation process combines closely related labels (e.g., ‘American Kestrel (Female, immature)’ and ‘American Kestrel (Adult male)’) into a single label (e.g., ‘American Kestrel’).

• **Flowers-Species** (FS) is a dataset we built based on Oxford Flowers (Nilsback & Zisserman, 2006). The original contains label categories that are a mixture of species and genera. Some genus includes thousands of species, yet the dataset examples only cover a fraction of them. Such mismatch creates biases in the dataset that fundamentally cannot be addressed through learning from external descriptions. This hence undermines its utility as a test of our proposed method: for instance, when N\textsuperscript{3} is asked to generate classifier to decide whether an object is of label “anthurium”, which is a genus of around 1000 species of varying visual appearance, the efficacy of our generated model can only be evaluated based on a representative samples that cover most of the species within the genus “anthurium”. However, the dataset only contains a tiny number of (i.e., 105) correlated (species-wise) samples, making such evaluation neither comprehensive nor conclusive in the context of our task objective and may introduce unexpected noise in evaluation results. Therefore, we decided to filter out the genera from the original Oxford Flowers dataset, leaving only the species as class labels, as an effort towards homogenizing the sample spaces implied by the class labels and the image dataset. This leaves us with 55 classes and 3545 images.

For every regular dataset, we build a meta-dataset by mapping each class label to a short excerpt of visual description of objects in this class. We manually find these visual descriptions from websites like Wikipedia. When such meta-dataset is fed into our BERT-based word embedding modules, we truncate these text excerpts to be within 512 tokens each; such length constraint is imposed by BERT embedding module due to its high GPU memory requirements.

### 4.2 Evaluation Protocol

Recent study (Xian et al., 2017) showed that previous zero-shot learning evaluation protocols are inadequate and proposed a set of rigorous evaluation protocols for attribute-based zero-shot learning methods. Although both our tasks and datasets differ, we nevertheless developed our own set of evaluation protocols following the guiding principles of the Rigorous Protocol (Xian et al., 2017). Below our evaluation protocol is introduced with reference to Rigorous Protocol: (a) unlike Rigorous Protocol which uses ResNet-101 model, we use ResNet-18 as our base model; such choice helps reduce the output dimensionality of N\textsuperscript{3} by reducing the number of parameters N\textsuperscript{3} fine-tunes; (b) similar to Rigorous Protocol, we used two meta-splits Standard Splits and Proposed Splits to evaluate all methods in our experiments; while the Standard Splits are established meta-splits and Proposed Splits are meta-splits that guarantees the exclusion of ImageNet-1K classes from the test set; (c) due to the class imbalance of several datasets, Rigorous Protocol proposes to use per-class averaged accuracy for more meaningful evaluation. Specifically, to evaluate meta-model on a meta-split containing the set of classes C, we calculate the per-class averaged accuracy as illustrated in Equation 5; (d) our method is unique in that permutations of the classes belonging to the same meta-split are treated as distinct tasks and therefore, to account for potential variations of the models being generated, we test our models on 10 different permutations of test set classes and report the medium of the aforementioned evaluation metrics. To summarize, we have tabulated the number of class labels used for training, validation and testing in Table. 1.

\[
\text{Acc}_C = \frac{1}{|C|} \sum_{c \in C} \frac{\text{number of correctly predicted samples in } c}{\text{number of samples in } c} \tag{5}
\]

### 4.3 Comparison with Prior work

Our work is most closely associated with prior method (Lei Ba et al., 2015) which also uses only natural language descriptions of class labels to generate deep neural networks capable of distinguishing between objects described. We will refer to it as PDCNN (Predicting Deep Convolutional Neural Networks). PDCNN (Lei Ba et al., 2015) is distinct from our work in that it dynamically generates fully connected layers and/or additional convolutional layers to be appended to a pretrained
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Standard Split/Proposed Split</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUB</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWA2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAB</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Number of Class Labels in Our Meta-Split (both Standard Split and Proposed Split). Within each meta-split, training, validation and testing class labels are disjoint.

deep neural network (VGG-19) whilst ours generates a set of parameter adaptations to be combined directly with all existing layers within deep neural network models that effectively fine-tunes the base model. To make our works comparable, we replaced the TF-IDF feature extractor in PDCNN with a BERT-based document embedding (specifically, a BERT word embedding followed by max-pooling) and changed the base model from VGG-19 to ResNet-18. Two best performing variants of PDCNN (Lei Ba et al., 2015) are reproduced.

Due to the sparsity of prior work that leverages natural language descriptions for zero-shot classifications in a metadata-efficient way, we also tried to adapt less metadata-efficient methods to function with stricter metadata-efficiency requirements. Specifically, ZSLPP (Elhoseiny et al., 2017), GAZSL (Zhu et al., 2017) and CorrectionNetwork (Hu et al., 2019) all utilizes natural language class descriptions to produce classifiers capable of distinguishing between images belonging to unseen categories during training. However, all of them require significantly more metadata: specifically, parts annotations of each sample image are used to provide extra supervision of the training procedure. Among these prior methods, GAZSL (Zhu et al., 2017) stands out as the most cited work; therefore we adapted the code released by its authors to learn from only natural language metadata, without the help of parts annotations; to distinguish our modified version from the original, we will refer to our modified version as MEGAZSL (Metadata-Efficient GAZSL). To make our works comparable, we also updated its natural language processing module from TF-IDF to BERT-based document embedding and used ResNet-18 as the image feature embedding module. It is worth noting the CorrectionNet (Hu et al., 2019) is orthogonal to our work as it is designed to improve any existing zero-shot classification task modules, and in its original setup, GAZSL (Zhu et al., 2017) was used as the main task module, which we do include in our experimental comparison. For all experiments, hyper-parameters are tuned with the same exact algorithms (random search) and for the same number of runs (10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>CUB-50</th>
<th>AWA2-10</th>
<th>NAB-40</th>
<th>FS-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>PS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDCNN FC</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDCNN FC+CONV</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGAZSL</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N^3$ (Ours)</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Zero-Shot Classification Accuracy On Various Datasets/Meta-Splits Combinations; our method is compared with 2 versions of PDCNN (Lei Ba et al., 2015) and MEGAZSL (Zhu et al., 2017); number of unseen class labels in the test set are recorded next to the name of each dataset.

All experimental results characterized by per-class averaged accuracy are tabulated in Table 2. For readers wondering how we compare with these methods in their original set up, we have attached additional comparisons in Appendix A.2 with prior methods in their original setup; although such evaluation may inevitably be less rigorous. From Table 2 we can clearly observe that $N^3$ outperforms all competing methods by a significant margin on all 8 dataset/meta-split combinations. Noticing the large performance gap between MEGAZSL and the original GAZSL, we performed additional investigations to pinpoint the cause: we reproduced one of their experiments (on CUB dataset with SCE meta-split), and replaced their TF-IDF module with BERT document embedding module. The modified module performed noticeably better (from 10.3% to 11.3%); however, when
we replaced its image feature embedding module, which is trained with the help of per-sample parts annotations, the performance dropped significantly (from 11.3% to 3.3%), confirming our conjecture that such methods cannot be easily adapted to work under strict metadata-efficiency constraint.

4.4 Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis

We will provide detailed analysis into the inner workings of N3. To begin with, it is instrumental to understand the extent of parameter adaptations N3 has applied to the base model to quantify the role of N3 in the fine-tuning process. To this end, we visualized the composition of parameters of each layer of the fine-tuned model trained on CUB Standard Split. Recall from Equation 4 that each layer’s parameter tensor is the sum of two tensors: the pre-trained base model parameters and the parameter adaptations generated by N3 meta-model; we quantified the magnitude contributed by each tensor by calculating their respective L2-norm. Such quantification is performed on every layer of the fine-tuned model and the result is visualized in Figure 3. It demonstrates that the extent of parameter adaptations is significant in many layers and increases towards the later layers of the model; such phenomenon is likely due to the fact that deep CNNs capture generic features in earlier layers and task-specific ones in later layers. Therefore, fine-tuning base models to tackle new tasks naturally demands higher magnitude of parameter adaptations for deeper layers.

Seeking to understand how parameters from different types of layers are adapted differently, we also plotted the per-layer average magnitude (measured in L2 norm) of parameter adaptations grouped by layer types in Figure 5(a). It can be observed that parameter adaptations are predominantly applied to convolutional and fully-connected layers, while batch normalization layer parameters remain largely unchanged; this is likely due to the fact that former types of layers are more likely to be correlated with the semantics of task descriptions whilst batch normalization layer parameters are unlikely to be induced by task semantics.

To understand how parameter adaptations affect task-specific feature extraction process of base models, we visualized the distribution of L2-norms of penultimate layer activation vectors obtained on the test split of CUB dataset, before and after parameter adaptation is applied in Figure 5(b). It can be observed that the magnitude of base model’s penultimate layer activation vector tends to either become more prominent or pushed further towards zero. It is likely that parameter adaptations have made feature extraction process more task-specific, so that task-related features are extracted with higher magnitude while less pertinent features are more actively discarded.
Furthermore, even though N³ outperformed prior methods with significant margin; we are nonetheless interested in understanding why N³ performs less desirably on specific dataset (e.g., Flowers-Species); to this end, we plotted the normalized confusion matrix computed on the test set in Figure. [5] (c). Interestingly there appear to be vertical clusters of points of confusion, which implies that many samples are falsely classified to be a a select few categories. We therefore examined the textual descriptions of such labels, and that of the worst offender (windflower) is shown below in Figure [4]. The textual descriptions indeed does not capture the distinguishing features of windflowers and therefore confused N³ to fine-tune base models such that many samples are mis-classified as windflowers. This also lead us to conclude that the quality of metadata plays a critical role dictating the performance of the fine-tuned model; and a single poorly constructed metadata entry can have disproportionate effect on fine-tuned model accuracy; nonetheless, such problem is not unique to our approach but rather a consequence of an efficiency-robustness trade-off inherent in our problem setup. Moreover, our natural language based metadata makes such problem exceedingly easy to diagnose. On the other hand, we also found that the metadata procured from online sources vary in quality and tend to focus on facets that are most appealing to human readers; such aspects of visual descriptions tend to constitute only necessary, but not sufficient conditions for classification decisions. To conclude, we believe that N³’s performance can be increased further with higher quality task descriptions.

Figure 4: Textual Descriptions for “Windflowers”

Figure 5: Upper Left: (a) Per-Layer Average L2 Norm of Parameter Adaptations Grouped By Layer Types. Lower Left: (b) Penultimate Layer Activation Vector Magnitude Distribution Before and After N³ Fine-Tuning. Right: (c) Normalized Confusion Matrix for Flowers-Species.

4.5 IMPORTANCE OF PRETRAINED MODEL

We can interpret the parameter adaptation process of N³ as a process of mixing the pre-trained base model parameters with a set of generated model parameter deltas, using a trainable mixing ratio.
For the purpose of studying the importance of pre-trained model parameters, we experiment with a slightly modified version of Equation 4:

$$W = \gamma \cdot W_{pre} + \mu \cdot \Delta W$$

Where $\gamma$ is a fixed scalar weight given to the pre-trained model, $\mu$ is still the trainable scaling factor for the Parameter Adaptation Module. The choice of $\gamma$ and the initial value of $\mu$ affects how much influence the pre-trained model have. In our main experiments, we have fixed $\gamma$ to be 1 and $\mu$ initialized to be $1^{-3}$, such choice of value initialization proves to work well, yet it remains unclear to what extent the superior performance of $N^3$ depends on these two hyperparameters. To answer this question, we decide to vary $\gamma$ and $\mu$; In order to keep the magnitude of parameters relatively stable, we always set the initial value of $\mu$ to be $1 - \gamma$ across different settings here. We trained $N^3$ to produce a 50-class classification model with varying $\gamma$ and the resultant zero-shot classification performance are shown in Table 3. Such ablation experiment demonstrates that setting a small initial $\mu$ is crucial for performance, yet it is not the smaller the better, re-affirming the crucial role of parameter adaptation in helping the base model achieve better performance.

### 4.6 Impact of Different Word Embeddings

To understand how much of $N^3$’s efficacy can be attributed to the pre-trained BERT module, and whether $N^3$ can be generalized to be used with pre-trained word embedding modules other than BERT, we compared the performances using different word embeddings. Concretely, we experimented with BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) embeddings. Results are shown in Table 4. While BERT prevails as expected, ELMo seems to under-perform below GloVe. We hypothesize that ELMo might have been impacted by unexpectedly long sequences (here each description is a short paragraph that can contain up to 512 tokens), especially that LSTM-based models like ELMo are known to be worse at capturing long-range dependencies than self-attention based models such as BERT. To further investigate, we trained a variant with ELMo to perform only sentence level embedding and aggregate these sentence embeddings together to form the paragraph-level embeddings. As expected, the performance increases noticeably, but the resulting performance is still not on par with other methods. As for GloVe, since it is used together with Semantic Encoding Module inside $N^3$, they act together like a shallower version of BERT, and is also capable of achieving decent performance.

### 5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have demonstrated that small amount of unstructured natural language descriptions for class objects can provide enough information to fine-tune an entire pretrained neural network to perform classification task on class labels unseen during training. We have achieved state-of-the-art performance for natural language guided zero-shot image classification tasks on 4 public datasets with practical metadata requirements. In addition, we presented in-depth analysis and extensive ablation studies on various aspects of the model functioning mechanism and architecture design, showing the necessity of our design contribution in achieving good results.
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Appendix

A.1 Impact of Different Base Model Architectures

In this section, we provide an additional ablation experiment, we will be using the Standard Split on CUB dataset. With the superior results of N

3
obtained on the above datasets using ResNet-18 as the base architecture, it is reasonable to wonder whether the power of N

3
can extend to other base architectures and whether N

3
can work effectively on other base model architectures. To answer this question, we trained N

3
with 2 additional base model architecture: GoogleNet and SqueezeNet. We compared them in terms of zero-shot classification accuracy. Results are tabulated in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Arch</th>
<th>Acc @ 1</th>
<th>ImageNet Test Acc.</th>
<th>Param Size (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GoogleNet</td>
<td>21.3 %</td>
<td>69.78 %</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet18</td>
<td>17.6 %</td>
<td>69.76 %</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SqueezeNetV1.1</td>
<td>17.7 %</td>
<td>58.19 %</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: N

3
Zero-Shot Classification Accuracy on CUB2011 with Different Base Model Architectures

Based on the results shown in Table 5, we were surprised to find out that SqueezeNet performs as well as ResNet as N

3’s base model and GoogleNet can even out-perform ResNet-18 as a better base model. One explanation for the superior performance of GoogleNet is that we have noted in Section 4.4, parameters or batch normalizations are hardly fine-tuned and GoogleNet in fact does not make use of Batch Normalization, thus avoiding the potential performance degradations caused by lack of fine-tuning on Batch Normalization layers.

A.2 Comparison with Prior Work in Their Own Setup

In our main experimental evaluation section, we performed extensive experiments comparing our methods with prior arts using newly established rigorous zero-shot learning evaluation guidelines (Xian et al., 2017). But to adhere to the stricter guidelines, and to compare fairly with prior arts, we have to reproduce the results of prior methods ourselves; one may wonder how do we compared with each of these prior methods in their own experimental setup, and more importantly, how do we compare with their originally published performance numbers? In this section we seek to assure
readers that our method continues to perform noticeably better than prior methods in their original experimental setup. To begin with, we compare the zero-shot classification performance of $N^3$ with prior work which also generates neural network parameters directly (Lei Ba et al., 2015).

To make our results comparable, we adopted the meta-training/testing splits from (Lei Ba et al., 2015), where in CUB-2010/CUB-2011, the 200 classes are randomly split into 160 “seen” classes for training and validation (within which 120 classes are randomly selected for training, and 40 for validation) and 40 “unseen” classes for testing, and a 40-class classification model is generated by $N^3$. Within the seen classes, 20% of the dataset is excluded since (Lei Ba et al., 2015) used them for testing to report classification results on seen classes, which is irrelevant to our comparisons. Meta models are trained using the 160 seen classes only. Similarly, in Oxford Flowers, the 102 classes of flowers are split into 82 “seen” classes and 20 “unseen” classes randomly. We used a ResNet-18 pre-trained on ImageNet as our base model. Note that while we didn’t adopt the larger VGG-19 base model as previous work, later we will show that we are still able to outperform them significantly with the lesser ResNet-18 architecture. During test time, $N^3$ generates neural networks based on test set class descriptions and these generated networks are used for zero-shot evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>A.P.</th>
<th>Acc.@1</th>
<th>Acc.@5</th>
<th>Base Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUB-2010</td>
<td>DA (VGG) (Kulis et al., 2011)</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>VGG-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PDCNN(fc) (Lei Ba et al., 2015)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
<td>42.8%</td>
<td>VGG-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PDCNN(conv) (Lei Ba et al., 2015)</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>VGG-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PDCNN(fc+conv) (Lei Ba et al., 2015)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>VGG-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours(ResNet18)</td>
<td><strong>0.31</strong></td>
<td><strong>33.9%</strong></td>
<td><strong>77.0%</strong></td>
<td>ResNet-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUB-2011</td>
<td>PDCNN(fc) (Lei Ba et al., 2015)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>VGG-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PDCNN(conv) (Lei Ba et al., 2015)</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>VGG-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PDCNN(fc+conv) (Lei Ba et al., 2015)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>VGG-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours(ResNet18)</td>
<td><strong>0.27</strong></td>
<td>32.6%</td>
<td>68.6%</td>
<td>ResNet-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowers</td>
<td>PDCNN(fc) (Lei Ba et al., 2015)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>VGG-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PDCNN(conv) (Lei Ba et al., 2015)</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>VGG-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PDCNN(fc+conv) (Lei Ba et al., 2015)</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>VGG-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours(ResNet18)</td>
<td><strong>0.16</strong></td>
<td>10.4%</td>
<td>39.7%</td>
<td>ResNet-18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: $N^3$ Zero-Shot Classification Performance on CUB-2010, CUB-2011, Oxford Flower

As shown in Table 6, $N^3$ generated ResNet18 out-performs prior arts by a significant margin both in terms of average precision and classification accuracy on both CUB and Oxford Flower dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>CUB Acc.@1</th>
<th>NAB Acc.@1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WAC-Linear (Elhoseiny et al., 2016)</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAC-Kernel (Elhoseiny et al., 2016)</td>
<td>7.7 %</td>
<td>6.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESZSL (Romera-Paredes &amp; Torr, 2015)</td>
<td>7.4 %</td>
<td>6.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZSLNS (Qiao et al., 2016)</td>
<td>7.3 %</td>
<td>6.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SynCfast (Changpinyo et al., 2016)</td>
<td>8.6 %</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SyncOVO (Changpinyo et al., 2016)</td>
<td>5.9 %</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZSLPP (Elhoseiny et al., 2017)</td>
<td>9.7 %</td>
<td>8.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAZSL (Zhu et al., 2017)</td>
<td>10.3 %</td>
<td>8.6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CorrectionNetwork (Hu et al., 2019)</td>
<td>10.0 %</td>
<td>9.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours(ResNet18)</td>
<td><strong>11.9 %</strong></td>
<td><strong>11.1 %</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Zero-Shot Classification Performance on CUB-2011/NAB with SCE-split.

We then move on to evaluate the performance of $N^3$ on more rigorous and difficult zero-shot meta-splits on the CUB-2011 and NAB dataset. This split is called SCE (super category exclusive) split, which ensures that the parent categories of unseen classes are exclusive to those of the seen classes. Such split is used in many prior works (Zhu et al., 2017; Elhoseiny et al., 2017; Changpinyo et al., 2016) to evaluate their proposed method. We evaluated $N^3$ using such meta-split and results are shown in Table 6. As explained in the experimental evaluation section of our paper, later prior
works (Zhu et al., 2017; Elhoseiny et al., 2017) uses significantly more metadata (e.g., per sample parts annotation) than $N^3$ and yet $N^3$ is able to exceed their classification accuracy by using a generic ResNet-18 base model.

A.3 Decoder Setup

In $N^3$, we used a slightly different decoder setup and in this supplemental material, we will explain in detail how we deviate from the standard decoder setup and provide motivations for such design choice.

Concretely, the $N^3$'s decoder is not auto-regressive. Usually, transformer encodes a sequence of inputs $X = (x_1, \cdots, x_n)$ to a latent representation of the input sequence $Z = (z_1, \cdots, z_n)$, where $n$ is the input sequence length. The latent representation is then decoded to $Y = (y_1, \cdots, y_m)$ one symbol at a time, where $m$ is the output sequence length. This is because usually, when transformer decoder generates $y_k$, attention mechanism is applied to $y_1, \cdots, y_{k-1}$ as well. Since in tasks like language translation, output symbols correlate closely with one another to form a coherent sentence, this auto-regressive feature of transformer decoder is very natural to be employed.

In the context of $N^3$, however, we believe simultaneous decoding without auto-regressive correlation to be more suitable. Consider an example for $N^3$ to generate a convolutional layer parameter of shape $K \times C \times k_H \times k_W$, where $K$ is the output channel size, $C$ is the input channel size and $k_H, k_W$ are filter height and width, respectively. We generate such parameter as a sequence of flattened filters, with sequence length being $K$ and hidden dimension size (which is, in this case, also the flattened filter size) being $C \times k_H \times k_W$; we do not expect the $k$-th filter to correlate too much with the filters generated before it, since it is fine for them to be extracting unrelated semantic features from input images. Therefore we do not believe the decoder needs to be auto-regressive when generating parameters in $N^3$; we thus generate all $K$ filters at once. Moreover, generating $K$ filters at once, instead of one at a time can result in some training and inference speedup. Therefore in $N^3$, we do not use decoder in an auto-regressive way.